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France 

Champagne 
 
Grapes: 

Chardonnay, 

Pinot Noir, Pinot 

Meunier 

Champagne Charles Heidsieck Brut Reserve NV       £46.95 

Founded in 1851 by Charles-Camille Heidsieck, the original 'Champagne 
Charlie', the foundation of its modern fame rests on the unrivalled 
quality of its wines, which receive countless awards and accolades year 
after year. This success is attributable to the strength and depth of their 
winemaking team over the past three decades: Daniel Thibault, Regis 
Camus, Thierry Roset and Cyril Brun have between them been awarded 
'Sparkling Winemaker of the Year' at the International Wine Challenge 
sixteen times. No other house has won more than twice. 

Cyril Brun took over as Chef de Cave in 2015. The winemaking philosophy 
is simple, and is evident in the Brut Reserve: grapes are sourced from 60 
different cru’s across the region; fermentation and ageing of the base 
wines takes place primarily in stainless steel to preserve freshness; it is 
a blend of 40% Chardonnay, 40% Pinot Noir and 20% Meunier, including at 
least 40% reserve wines, the average age of which is 10 years; and finally, 
the Brut reserve is aged in bottle on its lees for at least three years prior 
to release. These components combine to give a wine that is more 
'Premium Cuvee' than 'Brut Reserve'. 

 

 

 

 

France 

Burgundy 
 
Grapes:  
Chardonnay 

 

 

Mâcon Bourcier-Martinot 2018                               £15.95 

This special cuvée is made by friends Jean-Luc Terrier and Christian 

Collovray of Domaine des Deux Roches and is a great introduction to the 

white wines of Burgundy. In 2017 they were certified 'Haute Valeur 

Environnementale level 3'. Herbacides are prohibited, cover crops are 

cultivated in alternating rows, and manure and compost are used as 

natural fertilizers.  

The duo cultivates 60 hectares in region, the majority of their Mâcon 

AOC vines are farmed in the villages of Davayé, Charnay-lès-Macon, and 

Pierreclos, all of which are located below the giant rock ridges of Solutré 

and Vergisson in the northern part of the southernmost subregion of 

Burgundy. 

This is a wonderfully fresh and crisp unoaked Chardonnay, offering 

granny smith apple and melon fruit flavours on the palate. The clean cut 

minerality gives complexity on the long finish. This definitely resembles 

more reputable regional wines of the Côte d’Or and is both, an excellent 

example of Mâconnais Chardonnay, as well as a tremendous value! 
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Germany 

Baden 
 
Grapes:  
Gutedel, also 

known as 

Chasselas  

Gutedel Steingrüble Ziereisen 2014                        £14.50 

Hans-Peter Ziereisen is quick-thinking and full of energy, and his wines 

get better every year. After a love affair with new oak early this century, 

he has tempered its use so that it subtly supports, rather than dominating 

the wines. Based close to the Swiss and French borders just north of 

Basel, he makes a selection of Pinot Noirs (and a host of other varietals) 

that offers both purity and value. His vineyards are on a south-facing 

slope overlooking Basel, the vines grow at an elevation between 250 and 

400 metres, and there is a constant breeze, allowing slower ripening. He 

does not chaptalise, and uses 10% – 20% new wood across the range. The 

musts are handled very gently, with no punching down and little 

extraction. The wines are breathtakingly pure and long-lived. 

We are excited to have discovered this wine for you! It is complex, with 

a smoky, stony minerality - not surprising when the vineyard is on the 

site of a former quarry! - and delicate stone fruit. The wine has been for 

22 months on its fine less which gives almost a Chablis-esque feel to it. 

On the palate it is dry, medium bodied, has a combination of lemon skin, 

melon, and apple flavours finishing smoothly with delicate white 

blossom. A real stunner at this price point! 

 

 

Italy 

Veneto 
 
Grapes:  
Garganega 

Soave Superiore 'Il Casale' Vicentini Agostino 2017  £17.95 

Agostino Vicentini and his son Emanuele are the 4th generation of 
Agostinos to run their winery in the hills of Soave. The timeless 
enthusiasm and vitality has allowed them to achieve continued success 
in producing award winning wines. 

A Tre Bicchieri (Three Glasses) award winner in Italy's top wine guide, 
Gambero Rosso 2020. The highest accolade. This is, quite simply, one of 
the greatest Soaves we have ever found. Il Casale is a single vineyard 
wine planted on sandy, volcanic loams this is a wonderful contrast to the 
most famous Soave in the region, Pieropan. Il Casale is elegant wine, 
with citrus and stone fruit and faint, volcanic edge running through the 
wine. The palate is long, fine and super silky. 

This is exclusive to us at Philglas & Swiggot and one of our perennial best 
sellers. 
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Italy 

Campania 
 
Grapes: 

Greco di Tufo 

Benito Ferrara Greco di Tufo Terra D'Uva 2019      £20.95 

Benito Ferrara is run by fourth generation viticulturalists Gabriella 
Ferrara and her husband Sergio. Gabriella's great-grandfather planted 
vines on his property, but they only started bottling their own wines in 
1991. Today they farm 12.5 hectares in Tufo, a village in south-central 
Italy that takes its name from the fluffy volcanic rock that is present 
throughout the region. 

Campania's most celebrated wines come from this district in the province 
of Avellino. Steep mountains rise from the area to the east of Naples and 
continue towards the border with Puglia. It is thickly forested with 
chestnut trees, wild mushrooms and an almost-Alpine appeal with snow-
capped mountains. 

Terra Uva is the estate wine from Benito Ferrara and is terrific. Loaded 
with golden peaches, a salty tang and a richness of texture that works 
well with richer seafood and even white meat dishes.  
 

 

 

 

 

South Africa 

Stellenbosch 
 
Grapes:  
Clairette Blanche 

Craven Clairette Blanche 2018                                £20.95  
 
The 2014 vintage was the first commercial release from dynamic 

husband-and-wife winemaking team Mick and Jeanine Craven. Mick (an 

Aussie) and Jeanine (a Stellenbosch native) met during vintage in 

California in 2007 and have travelled the winemaking world since, finally 

settling in Jeanine’s native Stellenbosch. 

'We chose South Africa, as we think there is a lot of potential here to 

make amazing wines. We live in Stellenbosch and our hearts are here in 

this town, which is why we only make wines from the Stellenbosch 

region, as we want to be within a heartbeat of the vines. We want to 

make wines which are interesting, both stylistically and by varietal, but 

also wines which have a sense of place and express where they come 

from. We have isolated particular vineyard sites, for their unique soils 

and micro-climates, where we work with the growers to ensure that we 

get the best results from the particular sites. All our wines come from 

single vineyards around Stellenbosch. Winemaking is very hands off with 

minimal additions (if any), native ferments and neutral oak.' 

This had a bit of skin contact and we really love it! Zesty lemon and lime, 

white peach, other stonefruit mingle with hints of vanilla and some floral 

notes. 
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France 

Burgundy 

Grapes:  
Pinot Noir 

Savigny-Les-Beaune Benjamin Leroux 2018           £36.95 

Having created a name for himself as régisseur (general manager) of 

Domaine du Comte Armand in Pommard, Benjamin Leroux established, 

with English backing, a small négociant business based in Beaune in 2007. 

The range is confined to the Côte d’Or, from Chassagne-Montrachet to 

Gevrey-Chambertin, with the intention of developing farming contracts 

or indeed purchasing vineyards in the future. The possibilities are very 

exciting for this exceptionally talented vigneron. Benjamin is a master 

at delivering purity of fruit alongside a seamless texture in his wines 

which have only the subtlest influence of oak.  

The wines of Savigny are often as good as those of Beaune itself, a local 

motto describing them as ‘Théologiques, Nourissants et Morbifuges’. 

They are usually good to drink at three to five years old.  

'Just racked. One-third Aux Fournaux (structured, mostly whole bunch) 

and two-thirds Ez Connardises (destemmed) – heart of Savigny on old 

alluvial soils that give fruit-driven wines, says Ben Leroux. Aged partly in 

foudre and partly in barrel. Tank sample. Mid crimson. Gorgeously and 

tantalisingly fragrant in both fruit and a light floral character. Sweet-

fruited purity. Deliciously fresh, succulent, and fine boned. Mouth-

watering freshness but packed with fruit. Very fine tannic texture.' Julia 

Harding MW, jancisrobinson.com 

 

 

 

Italy 

Piedmont 

Grapes:  
Barbera 

Boschis Langhe Barbera 2019                                 £16.95 
 

Francesco Boschis is an under-the-radar star in Piedmont, making wines 

that are well above the average standard for Dolcetto, Barbera and 

Freisa. Based in Dogliani, the vineyards here are more elevated than Alba 

(550m asl) as well as further south and with more exposition to the 

Mediterranean. The family have grown grapes for 100 years and made 

their own wines for the last 50. Mario Boschis runs the 14 hectares of 

vines with his wife Simona, and two sons Paolo and Marco. The vineyards 

are all managed organically, and they also farm Piemontese cattle, 

hazelnuts and manage their own beehives. 

The Boschis labels are made by local artist Teresita Terreno, and they 

beautifully describe the time of year when each of their wines is best 

enjoyed. Boschis Barbera ripples with that succulent acidity that is the 

hallmark of the variety, guiding a flood of brambley summer fruits across 

the palate in a cascade of lip-smacking pleasure. Drink any time of the 

year, the super soft tannins enable this to take the lightest of chills to 

highlight its vivacious beauty. 

'Every time I taste the Francesco Boschis wines, I can’t believe how this 

estate manages to remain so far under the radar. Once again, Boschis 

has turned out a superb set of wines loaded with personality. I can't 

recommend these wines highly enough'. Wine Advocate  
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Spain 

Aragon 
 
Grapes:  
Garnacha 

El Puño Old Vine Garnacha 2016                            £24.95  

An absolute gem in our range, made by El Escoces Volante 'The Flying 

Scotsman', Norrel Robertson MW the first Scottish Master of Wine and a 

flying winemaker for more than 20 years in many different countries. In 

2003 he arrived with his family in Spain and in 2004 he launched his first 

wine on the market with the aim of expressing the characteristics of the 

Garnacha in Calatayud in his wines. His latest El Puño release is 

exceptional. Made from high altitude ancient vineyards at 1000 to 1100 

metres above sea level with ‘pizarra’ slate and quartzite soils. 

Completely dry grown and unirrigated, this is an inhospitable continental 

climate with extreme changes of temperature where only mountain 

herbs, almonds, olives and Garnacha form a breath-taking patchwork. 

Low annual rainfall of 200-300mm and the remarkable soils produce fine 

and elegant Garnacha with intense black fruit flavours and complex 

mineral, smoke and ‘garrigue’ notes. Deep purple with an unevolved rim, 

pronounced aromas of crushed violets, black fruit and spice. Intense yet 

delicate with lifted, perfumed fruit and monte bajo/garrigue characters 

of wild mountain thyme. Full bodied, rounded tannins and a long mineral 

finish. 

 

Germany 

Württemberg 
 
Grapes:  
Lemberger, 

Blaufränkisch 

Schnaitmann Lemberger Simonroth 2016                £25.95 

 

Rainer Schnaitmann is THE pioneer of the Württemberg region in the 

southern part of Germany, close to Stuttgart. He started out as a young 

man with the vision to produce top class quality rather than quantity. 

After training in the local Rems Valley and studies at the world-renowned 

University of Geisenheim, he interned in New Zealand and South Tyrol. 

On his return, and shortly after taking over the running of his family 

winery, Rainer brought attention to the entire, previously pretty much 

ignored region. 

The very first vintage was cited in 'Gault Millau' wine guide and the 

Spätburgunder (Pinot Noir) from the Lämmler received the first of its 

many subsequent awards. The young estate sold out each vintage quickly 

and began growing, either through purchase or lease and in many cases 

involving vineyards held by relatives. Nowadays Rainer and his dedicated 

team farm 26 hectares of finest vineyard land. Every vine is meticulously 

tended by hand and treated with great care and respect. Organic 

viticulture, as well as sustainable farming are ingrained into the 

Schnaitmann philosophy, with the next generation already planning to 

make wine, at least as good as their dad's when they are grown up! 

Simonroth is a trademarked name that was introduced with Rainer's first 

vintage, 1997. This Simonroth presents itself with alluring perfume of 

black cherry, plum, violets as well as bayleaf, baking spice and black 

pepper. It is a pure and elegant wine, with rounded, juicy tannins. 
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Spain 

Alicante 

Grapes:  
Monastrell 

Telmo Rodriguez 'Al-Muvedre' 2017                        £12.50 

 

Telmo Rodriguez is one of the greatest of Spanish winemakers. In a 

fashion not dissimilar to Alavaro Palacios, Telmo travelled and learnt for 

many years before returning home to Rioja, where he has improved yet 

further the quality of a wine that was already outstanding. In addition, 

he supervises négociant projects throughout Spain. One of his most 

acclaimed projects is in Ribera del Duero. 

The charismatic Telmo has something of the prodigal about him, having 

now returned to his Riojan homestead to energise the great house of 

Remelluri. One should not overlook, however, his other properties, which 

explore some of the lesser known areas of Spain and in each case seek 

to make superlative and characterful wines. Ribera del Duero is, of 

course, far from a lesser-known area, so it is to Telmo’s great credit, but 

to no–one’s particular surprise, that the wines he makes at Matallana are 

amongst the very best here too. 

The nose of this Mourvèdre (known locally as Monastrell) is open, 

displaying vibrant bramble fruit and a subtle hint of spice, wild herb and 

hedgerow. On the palate, the wine is generous and rounded, yet supple 

and impressively fresh. Perfect for winter drinking. 

 

 

France 

Bordeaux / 
Lalande de 
Pomerol  
 
Grapes:  
Cabernet Franc, 
Merlot 

Château Sablard du Grand Moine 2018                   £23.95 
 
Situated near the 12th Century church in Lalande de Pomerol. Sablard 

originally consisted of just two gravelly hectares but is now made from 

fourteen. Eight of these hectares are located in a single block 

surrounding the modern cellar. Responsible and constantly developing 

winemaking methods have made Château Sablard du Grande Moine 

consistently one of the appellation’s top producers. 

Deep red in appearance with delicate notes of sweet red fruit, black 

plum, cedar and beautifully judged oak. A well balanced, full bodied 

claret with great poise and length. Perfect to go with roast beef or lamb. 
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